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2 BEDROOM | 1 BATHROOM | NEW BUILD



> GEOMETRIC

BATHROOM TILING

> AMERICAN OAK

FLOORING

> DOUBLE HEIGHT

OPEN PLAN LIVING

SPACE

• 2 DOUBLE BEDROOMS

• AMERICAN OAK FLOORING

• AVAILABLE 10TH JAN 2020

• BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED

INTERIORS

• PRIVATE GATED MEWS

DEVELOPMENT

• 0.3 MILES FROM FINSBURY PARK

STATION
BEDROOMS: 2

BATHROOMS: 1

RECEPTIONS: 1

OUR
FAVOURITE 
FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES

YOURS FOR
£1,900 Per
Month 

A wealth of space abounds in the main living area: an open plan

kitchen dining space coated in American oak flooring set beautifully

against neutral colour dipped walls. Flat 17 houses exposed oak

beams painted in glorious black, framing the kitchen area. The

bespoke units, boasting a five top gas stove and double oven, are

hand painted in deep blue greys and topped with chic marble

worktops while the kitchen island secretes lockable wheels at it’s

feet, ready for fully customisable hosting options within the space.

Each bespoke feature is gloriously lit by industrial style hanging

lights and bathes in natural light from large floor to ceiling windows.

A bespoke Scottish steel staircase, swathed in natural sisal carpet

leads you to the master bedroom, also benefitting from streams of

natural light. The second double bedroom enjoys similar views from

deep set windows framed in jet black and alcove storage solutions.

Inside the bathroom a modern heritage themed haven awaits,

complete with floor to ceiling subway tiles and contrasting grout

and roll top bath. The rainforest shower head and chunky heated

towel rail are mere cherries on the top of this delectable apartment.

Once outside you’ll notice the large decked outdoor terrace ready

for quiet Summer afternoons watching the world go by in the

communal gardens, the winding paths lined with beautiful planting

and twinkling lamps.


